Sample certificate:

Logo scheme participant (optional)
Logo certification body (optional)

Certificate

No.:
Through an audit on 00.00.00, documented
in a report
[name of certification body]
[address]
certifies that the company
[name of Animal Welfare Initiative participant]
[address]
ITW-ID
at the location
[name of the location]
[address]
location number
complies with the requirements of the
Animal Welfare Initiative
at the stage
„XXXXXX“
Production scope
„YYYYYY“

Place, date ........................................

...............................................
Name of Certification Body Manager

Date of the certification decision: 00.00.00.
The certificate is valid until 00.00.00.
Decisive for the eligibility of delivery for approved locations is exclusively the information given in the ITW database. This is
because deviations due to the contract date, blocking of companies or something similar could appear. This certificate is
property of the certification body and must be returned on request. The audit is based on the valid version of the program
manual by the time of the audit.
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Sample confirmation:

Logo scheme participant (optional)
Logo certification body (optional)

Confirmation

No.:
Through an audit on 00.00.00, documented
in a report
[name of certification body]
[address]
certifies that the company
[name of Animal Welfare Initiative participant]
[address]
ITW-ID
at the location
[name of the location]
[address]
location number
complies with the requirements of the
Animal Welfare Initiative
at the stage
„XXXXXX“
Production scope
„YYYYYY“

Place, date ........................................

...............................................
Name of Certification Body Manager

The confirmation is valid until 00.00.00.
Decisive for the eligibility of delivery for approved locations is exclusively the information given in the ITW database. This is
because deviations due to the contract date, blocking of companies or something similar could appear. This certificate is
property of the certification body and must be returned on request. The audit is based on the valid version of the program
manual by the time of the audit.
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